A Que~tion of Honour

and

ignity

Do we just keep quiet, and only take care of the children while

our husbands are arrested, detained and locked up?
&y Dr Wan Azizah Wan Ismail
has happened outside, where the
rakyat has gathered to press for
universal justice, he would be
proud because th1s is what he has
been fighting for all this while.

rn

ssalamualaikum w.b.t.

~ Firstofall,I'd likctosay
that I' m moved by the
invitation to attend the Gcrakan
Keadilan Rakyat meeting which
is jointly organised by PAS, the
PRM, the DAP and more than 10
non-governmental organisations
tonight. With me tonight are
wives, children and families of
several friends of Datuk Seri
Anwar, who were also recently
detained under the ISA.
We are indeed thankful for the
concern and sensitivity of the
entire rakyaf as regards recent
political developments in the
country. I believe that if Datuk
Seri Anwar were to know what

tained.

Are the actions taken against
Anwar and other detainees just?
Do we just keep quiet, and only
take care of the children wh.le
From his campus days and until our husbands are arrested dethe time he entered politics, he tained and locked up? .1\ot k.lO\\tried his utmost to do good things ing where they are, no ner sat all.
but his space was limited, and finally he was trapped in a situa- The ISA is a pit>ce of legLSlahon
tion that he didn't foresee; he was that violates human nght::; and
framed in a way that affects his contradicts Islanuc teaching5 Isown dignity and that of his fam- lam enjoins ·.hat before a~
ily. He was slandered and is pronou·1ccd aga1115t an indismeared by the media and a few vidual j-, e or she must be ~""eel
interested individuals to the ex- the opJ. ortunity to make a detent that he was not given space fence· witness...~ who prov:idet?\'ito express the truth nor exercise den-:e mu~t be imparhal and
tru.;tworthy and ha\'e an rmpechis right.
cable background.
Saudara Anwar was subsequently detained under the ISA, We are not asking for anrthing
followed by others. Until now 14 unreasonable . \\e u:::t want
people have been arrested. V\'e re- Anwar to be tn,?<f -.peedily by a
ally don't know what happens to court of law - to be tned fairly
ISA detainees. We don't know according to tl·elawsot thecounwhere they are nor what has been try.Astatemt·: t mMmgguanMadone to them. Only God knows laysia on 27 '-t ptember 1998, i.e.
how anxious the wife and chil- today, said that the government
dren would be. This situation is had infom atic:Jn that Datuk St!r ·
aggravated by various rumours. Anwar fbr \him his lawyers ar..:.
We've requested so many times his followers had made prepa:- for an opportunity to \'isit the de- tions to cau . . e riots in seveal
tainees C\'en for a short while, but towns in this country to pre\ cnt
these requests were never enter- him from bemg brought to com
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on charges of sexual misconduct.
The Prime Minister was also reported as saying, "Even though
Anwar is now detained, prior to
his arrest he had instructed that
riots be created by using hi!i wife,
their children and the foreign
media to ·win sympathy."

SIAPAKAH:HAKIM
=..vANG MAMA arJAKSANA?
( untuk kilu•mku yang dalam taharum)

englcau boleh ~ya
- :
mencampalclcannya eli lubang-lubang gelap -· • ..
dunia tiba-tiba berubah
jadi neralca
dinding tole acla
meslci terpisah clulca clan bahogia

-··

This statementis totally false and
unjust because Anwar had actually reminded his followers not
to cause riots and vandalism.
What Anwar reminded us was to
continue the struggle to achieve
universal justice for all Malaysians, and I have been asked to
deliver this message.
Actually, we've been waiting
daily for Anwar to be brought to
the court and to be charged. We
want to see the evidence produced. Butwedon'tknowwhen
An war will be brought to court,
and for us - his family and lawyers- we have to be on standby
all the time.
We have to face the rakynt in this
manner to express the truth because what was done by them
has affected dignity and honour,
whkh, if left undefended, will
remain as an indelible blemish in
history.
Translated version of a speech in
Malay by Dr Wan Azizah Wan
Ismail, delivered by the wife of
detained AB1M president Ahmad
Azam Abdul Rahman at a gatherin g to launch the Gerakan
Keadilan Rakyat on 27 September 1998. 0
Dr. Wan A ziuh Wan Ismail
is the wife of the detained
former deputy prime minister, Anwar Ibrahim

1

f :·:
'---

~

englcau boleh menilcamnya
dengan tuduhan dan fitnah
yang dia sendiri talc pandai merelcanya
bahawa dia dianggap gila
meslci pintar otolcnya
mosih siumon dan mengingat Tubon

--

-

--·
-

englcau boleh riJengolorlcan tubulmya
englcau boleh mencampalclcan najis Ice mulcanya
englcau telah menghina
engkau telah menyilcsa
englcau telah memutuslcan segala ypng ada
lcecuali lcemanusiaan
dan peribadi
yang telah bebas dari tubuhnya
menjalar di luor-luar penjora
siapalcah holcim yang moho bijalcsana?

----·u

Poem by Baha Zain, extracted from "Tiga
Catatan Perjalan", published by Dewan Bahasa
dan Pustoka, Kementerian Pelajaran Malaysi a ,
Kuala Lumpur 1980.
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A Nation On Trial
Time to Awaken. Anwar~ Right to a Free and Fair Trial Must
be Ensured. The Right of All Malaysians to Rule of Law Must
be Reclaimed. Rebuild Our Institutions from the Bottom-Up.
Justice for Anwar, Justice for All.
by Dr Francis Loh
n 2 September 1998,
Prime Minister Dr
Mahathir Mohamad
sacked his deputy
Anwar Ibrahim- whom he had
groomed and whom he had
asked Malaysians to accept as
his successor- without offering
any reasons to the public. Yet
the media reported Anwar's
sacking as deputy premier, and
expulsion from UMNO without
any investigation into the circumstances. Instead, the media
featured Mahathir's ministers
and UMNO leaders calling on
Malaysians to have trust in the
premier.

The Controlled
Meclla
Subsequently, the governmentowned and controlled media
came into its own. Through
publication of full affidavits
filed by the Police in court in
conjunction with their investigations into some other case,
Anwar was virtually charged
with sexual misconduct, corruption, and disseminating
state secrets.

be brought to court on specific
charges, a 'trial' by the mass media was conducted. His detractors were given a field day. The
allegations included:
•

•

•

•

Anwar organised a series of
public rallies in various parts of
the country and launched a
Reformasi movement. But
hardly any news of these efforts
was reported: only criticisms
that Anwar intended to and warnings. Those in charge
topple Mahathir and had of the mass media had allowed
conspired with certain for- themselves to be manipulated
eign governments (whose by the executive to no end.
identities would be "reConclud
vealed at the appropriate
Unbecoming
time");
The media aside, the usual custhat Anwar had bought the todians of justice and of the rule
support of some 90 leaders of law - the attorney-general,
of UMNO divisions through the judiciary, the legislature and
monthly payments (which the Police - either sided with
later prompted UMNO state Anwar's detractors or releaders to issue denials that mained shamefully silent.
these persons existed in their
particular states);
The circumstances surrounding
the conviction of two individuals
for having engaged in sodthat Anwar had instigated
various individuals to chal- omy with Anwar Ibrahim, their
lenge the pro-Mahathir lead- subsequent appeal, which beers of the non-Malay Barisan came a contentious issue between two different sets of departies;
fence counsel, each side claimthat ABIM (the Angkatan ing to be the legal representaBelia Islam Malaysia) had tive, have made a mockery of
the judicial process.
infiltrated UMNO; etc.

Without waiting for Anwar to To counter these allegations, The conduct of the Police
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throughout this episode has
also been questioned. Police
permits for public rallies, required under Malaysian law,
were often refused, and some of
the rallies were halted after a
short address by Anwar. Peaceful demonstrations by Anwar's
supporters in Kuala Lumpur
were unnecessarily broken up
through the use of tear gas and
water cannons. Arrests occurred. Demonstrators and detainees were allegedly beaten
and kicked by heavy-booted
police personnel.
On the night of 20 September,
the police, hooded and wielding machine guns, stormed
An war's house in fashionable
Bukit Damansara in "ninjastyle" while he was conducting
an interview with the foreign
media. Were the guns, the
hoods and the storming necessary?
We then saw Anwar with a
swollen black eye and a bruised
right arm presented in court
where he claimed that he had
been assaulted by the detaining
forces on the first day of his detention under the Internal Security Act (ISA). An "independent" investigation into
Anwar's allegations of brutality to be conducted by the police themselves does not exude
confidence that those responsible will be brought to task.

Competing
Explanations of
Anwar's Sacking
Apparently, those allegations
about Anwar plotting to overthrow Mahathir are not the rea-

sons for Anwar's sacking. Now,
the government would have us
believe that Anwar was sacked
because he was a homosexual
and had displayed conduct unbecoming of a future prime
minister.

their business interests would
be threatened once Mahathir
was no longer at the helm. Subsequently, these people prevailed on Mahathir to mo\'e
against Anwar. Apparently,
Mahathir himself became directly involved in Anwar's reIn an address to the nation af- moval too, at that point. Thus
ter Anwar's arrest, Mahathir Anwar's movement has called
explained that he had person- for Mahathir's resignation as
ally interviewed several wit- well.
nesses and, guaranteeing them
his personal protection, had A third explanation combines
pressed them for the truth. He Anwar's claims of a conspiracy
explained that he, too, had not with those allegations of an
believed these allegations ini- Anwar plot to topple Mahathir.
tially, until the evidence became In other words, a struggle for
overwhelming. All this was power within UMNO occurred.
made public prior to Anwar The recent economic crisis
being charged in court! It was brought this struggle, which
only about a week later that had been brewing for years, to
Anwar was charged on five a boil.
counts of "unnatural sexual
acts" and another five counts of This is not to deny that Anwar
corrupt practices.
is reformist minded. It is simply to explain the presence of
Anwar has consistently main- cronies around Anwar, and to
tained his innocence, claiming assert that An\\'ar's faction was
that he has been a victim of a hungry for power too. It is also
"political conspirary at the to remind us that the so-called
highest level" . He had dis- "Reform Movement", warts
agreed with Mahathir on cer- and all, was an initiative from
tain economic recovery policies. the top, not from the bottom.
But more importantly, he had
threatened the status quo At any rate, large crowds of
through his calls for reformasi - Anwar's supporters had gathgreater transparency and ac- ered at his rallies and even took
countability, his opposition to their protests to the streets, in
nepotism, cronyism and dicta- scenes not witnessed in Malaysia for decades. The arrests of
torship.
Anwar and some of his closest
In interview after interview, aides appeared, initially, to furaired by the foreign media, ther strengthen their resolve,
posted on websites and distrib- the threat of detention under
uted through cassettes, Anwar the ISA notwithstanding. Other
asserted that he knew too much Malaysians, not particularly
of the goings-on of certain pow- enthusiastic about Anwar's
for
reformation,
erful people who feared that calls
Aliran Monthly October 1998: 18(9) Page 6

nonethless, are cynical of the
unproven charges and sometimes simplistic arguments offered by Mahathir. In this regard, something new seems to
have developed in Malaysia's
politics.

No More
Unquestioning Loyalty
It is likely that Mahathir will
have his way. Already the tide
seems to be turning as some of
Anwar's aides distance themselves from his reform movement. Anwar might not be allowed to be active in politics
again for a long time, especially
if he is convicted of even one of
those ten charges filed against
him.
But the situation will no longer
be the same. The unfair and
unjust treatment of Anwar has
raised questions among Malaysians from all walks of life. The
hegemony or ideological control of the government over the
public has been broken and
fragmented. Fissures have occurred. Sycophants aside, the
previous unquestioning loyalty
among the public to the executive or party leaders has all but
disappeared.
This has not translated into
mass protests. But the public
will be more critical of the mass
media, of legislators who say
they want to serve the people,
of bureaucrats who might even
wear a smile at the counter, of
those put in charge of maintaining Jaw and order as well as
those who prosecute and adjudicate in court. As never before,
a wide spectrum of Malaysian

society has lost faith in many of Gerakan Keadilatt Rakyat Malaythe institutions of our parlia- sia (Malaysian People's Movementary system.
ment for Justice, or Gerak), their
common platform being justice
Tl1111e to Awaken
not only for Anwar but for all
Various groups of Malaysians Malaysians. "Democracy" and
includingAliran have called for "Transparency" are other catchreform in past decades.
words. It is to the credit of aU
Malaysians that this initiative
Anwar and his reformasi move- for reform and justice has not
ment, essentially made up of been hijacked by the racists,
young Malays in ABIM, have who usually try to turn Malaytaken the lead this time. They sians against one another on the
seem to say that their elders basis of race and religion for
have abused their access to their political expediency.
power and accumulated personal fortunes. Taking their re- But refonnasi must be based on
ligion seriously, the youths ap- principles and involve all, not
pear convinced that the rush just personalities and particular
towards modernity in Malaysia groups. It must also grow from
had compromised too many the bottom-up.
important principles. Through
Anwar, they looked forward to Political and social change is
a time when some of these imminent in Malaysia, even if
wrongs could be put right, it is of a less dramatic sort comwhen their idealism could be pared with what has taken
put into practice. Anwar's re- place in other Southeast Asian
solve and courage has sustained countries. Malaysians must
them in public rallies and pro- shed the Malnysiaboleh-itis that
tests. He has also inspired oth- affected those put in charge of
ers outsideABIM. But there have our institutions.
also been disappointments. Released from ISA detention, some Once, while many were euof Anwar's closest aides have phoric over "2020", Malaysians
distanced themselves from the lost sight of the shortcomings of
Reform Movement.
our institutions and overlooked
the flaws of our leaders. Now,
It augurs well that the reform- we must awaken to reclaim our
ers have called upon Malay- right to rule of law and rid oursians of all religions and races selves of corruption, nepotism
to join their movement. It is sig- and cronyism. Our institutions
nificant that two multi-ethnic, need to be rebuilt from the botmulti-religious coalitions com- tom up. People with integrity
prising opposition parties and are urgently needed. But this
non-governmental is only the first step in a long
organisations have beenformed journey.
- the Gagasnrz Demokrasi Rakyat
(Coalition for People's Democ- Justice for Anwar, Justice for all
racy, or Gagasan) and the Majlis Malaysians. 0
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A Critical Turning Point?
A Long Way to Go?
by Dr Francis Loh

g

olitics in Malaysia was
always considered different from politics elsewhere in Southeast Asia.
Since 1957, Malaysia has been
ruled by civilians continuously.
Changes in leadership have occurred without violence. Local
government elections were abolished but federal and state-level
elections are held regularly. A People Pcru'l!r in the Philippines
single party, the Alliance, now the
Barisan Nasional, has been in
Political Instability
power. The same Constitution
In the Philippines
continues to be in use. lndeed,
and Thailand
in spite of its multi-ethnic population, Malaysia remained politi- From the 1970s to the 1990s, for
instance, political instability
cally stable.
characterised the .Philippines.
Malaysians, too, appeared less Marcos dismantled constituengaged in politics as compared tional rule, proclaimed martial
to their neighbours. They casted law in 1972, and repressed the
their votes during elections but Filipinos, who in turn challenged
did not appear overly concerned him with a rebellion in the rural
about social issues and a gradual areas. Opposition by labour, the
erosion of their political rights middle-class and even the busiand civil liberties. Perhaps this ness elites, mounted in the urban
was because of the ISA and other areas in the early 1980s, after the
coercive laws. Perhaps it was be- killing of Benigno Aquino. In
cause of the lessons learnt from 1986, following fraudulent electhe May 13 riots about the vola- tions, "people's power" erupted.
tility of living in a multi-ethnic Finally, Cory Aquino's "rainbow
society. Perhaps, too, it was be- alliance" government replaced
cause of rising consumerism the Marcos regime.
among Malaysians.
Though Aquino's government itWhatever the reasons, the situa- self was unstable- it was threattion contrasted sharply with con- ened by military coups on six occasions- democratic institutions
ditions elsewhere.
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and rights were restored. Adhering to the new constitutional arrangements which restricted the
Filipino president to a single term
of office she stepped dovm in
1992 and was replaced by Ramos,
former commander-in-chid uf
the armed forces. After serving
his term which was characterised
by economic growth and political stability, he was replaced by
maverick Joseph Estrada in early
1998.
Thailand's politics had been unstable, too. Between 1932 and
1973 eleven military coups occurred. A student uprising in
1973 led to the exit of Thanom
Kittikachorn's US-backed military regime and temporarily
ended the military's domination
of Thai politics. The O\Wan go\'ernment whichreplaced 'Thanom
was in tum ousted by the military in a bloody coup m 1976.
Several other coups or attempted

coups followed as different factions of the armed forces vied
against one another for power.

Golkar. Their families were
mobilised to participate in Golkar
as well. When elections were restored, Golkar was able to win
Belatedly, in the 1980s, a sem- hands down, time and time
blance of constitutional govern- again. The automatic nomination
ment was restored and a series of of military personnel to the legshort-lived, multi-party, civilian- islative bodies, at all levels, furdominated coalitions, backed by ther ensured Suharto's control.
the military, governed the country. However, in 1991, the fragile With stability, foreign aid and didemocratic system was over- rect investments increased rapthrown by yet another military idly. Tiu:: t:.'COnomy of oil and recoup
led
by Suchinda source-rich Indonesia boomed
Kraprayoon. Although elections and the middle-classes emerged.
were subsequently held, the But cronyism became widemilitary's attempts to restore its spread. Some sectors of the
total dominance prompted pro- middle-classes later established
tests and an uprising especially NGOs which began to agitate for
by middle-class urban Thais in democratic reforms. Many were
May 1992.
harshly treated. But the seeds of
democratic dissent were sown.
Like the overthrow of Marcos by So when the Indonesian economy
"people's power" in 1986, this crashed in 1997, Suharto's 32episode marked a turning point. year grip over the Indonesians
The people were awakened. loosened. In May 1998, his reThey reclaimed their rights and gime was swept away by the reasserted control over the govern- form movement, a mass movement. Since the demise of ment involving Indonesians
Suchinda's military rule, some in- throughout the archipelago. As
stability has persisted. But demo- in Thailand and the Philippines,
cratic refom1s are well underway democratic reforms are on the
in Thailand.
up-swing in Indonesia.

Stalllllty Through
Repression In
Indonesia
Unlike in the Philippines and
Thailand, Suharto's militarybacked regime maintained
power and considerable stability
in Indonesia between 1966 to
1998. Critics and challengers
were harshly repressed.
Suharto also established Golkar,
a quasi-political party that
reached all comers of the archipelago. All members of the bureaucracy became members of

Rule of Law ancl

Stalllllty In Malaysia?
Malaysia's political stability was
always
different
from
Indonesia's.
The government, too, has been
repressive as in the case of Operation LAlang in October 1987 when
more than 100 social activists and
opposition leaders were incarcerated under the ISA. Islamic radicals and Sabahans, allegedly involved in secession, were detained under the ISA on other
occasions. The executive also
mounted an assault on the judi-
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ciary in 1988.
But stability was achieved largely
through use of a wide array of coercive laws which often negated
the rights enshrined in the Constitution. Apart from the ISA,
there are laws restricting one's
freedom of expression, the freedom to assemble, the freedom to
associate, the conduct of trade
unions and university students,
access to information about government activities, etc. At least
two generations of Malaysians
have been socialised to act within
the confines of these coercive
laws. So most do.
Malaysians were further taught
that too much politics threatened
economic development. So it
was best that politics be left to the
political leaders. And because
Malaysia experienced rapid economic growth in the 1970s, and
again from the late 1980s to the
mid-1990s, the lesson was well
learnt. In spite of coercive laws
and "money politics" becoming
widespread, therefore, Malaysians opted for political stability
which only the Barisan government could guarantee. In fact, the
Malaysian voters, including the
middle-classes, rallied behind the
Barisan Nasional in the general
elections in a big way in 1995.
These characteristics of Malaysian politics contrast with those
of the other Southeast Asian
countries.
A worsening economic situation
will result in rising frustrations
among Malaysians. Nonetheless,
recent political developments in
Malaysia must be located within
this comparative context, lest we
think that we have arrived at a
critical juncture. 0

Rule lty Law Not Rule of Law
It was not rule of law (a>nstitutional government with
checks and balances, sharing
and decentralisation of power,
and guarantees of civil liberties) but rule by lmv (simple legalism) which prevailed in
Malaysia, as opposition leaders, critics and some academics had argued for quite some
time now. The numerous coercive laws make this evident.

_
.......
··••pe••·--

.........

For although the formal institutions of coqstitutional gov
ernment were maintained,
their essence and substance
had been lost:
• The legislature, for instance,
had become a rubber stamp
for the executive (the prime
minister and his cabinet).
• The judiciary began to lose
its independencce after
the 1988 asault by the executive, if not earlier. Arecent poison pen letter, apparently written by a High
Court judge, since removed, alleged further
erosion of judicial integrity in the 1990s. The
judge has been retired,
and these allegations have
been summarily dismissed.
• The attorney-general's office stands accused in the
popular imagination of having practised selective protr
ecution as in the lim Guan

Eng case.

Ce•trallzatl- of
Power

• The bureaucracy turned inefficient. It had been politicised
and mal-administered. The
statutory bodies, too, grew inefficient, lost money and were
privatised. And denials of
corruption in the bureaucracy, of nepotism and
cronyism in the awarding of
privatisation projects did not
seem to put a stop to these allegations.
• The police was more inclined to
respond to the executive's orders and its definition of their
duties, rather than to heed the
muted voices of the rakyat and
to protect the rights and interests of civil society.
• In addition to existing direct
control by the government the
media also came under the
ownership of the Barisan parties. Critics had warned of the
inherent dangers to democracy
ofsuch potential collusion. The
signs were especially evident
during general elections, or
anything to do with the Barisan
parties - their assemblies, their
party elections, campaigns,
opinions and activities. Fears of
manipulation of the media by
the executive and ruling parties
have again proven true these
past weeks.
• Even universities and colleges,
religious institutions, sporting
and cultural organisations were
politicised, often compromising
standards and their original pur-

poses.
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These institutions had all become dependent on the executive. Naturally they could not
act as checks on the excesses of
the executive.
Moreover, the heads of these institutions were appointed by
the executive. They learnt to become "yes men" if they were
not so prior to their appointments. Those who refused were
often removed when their
terms of office expired, sometimes earlier. 5f'vP1ill significant

"resignations" have occurred in
recent months involving three
chief editors of the mass media
and the governor and deputy
governor of Bank Negara.
Power was centralized. Thus
when the prime minister decided that it was time for Anwar
to go, the heads of all the other
institutions rallied around him.
Tt has almost become predictable that whatever his e-•
e:;.
there would be no opposition to
the executive by any other institution entrusted with protecting justice in Malaysia. unJilce
in other democratic countries.
like a deck of cards, the whole
edifice of rule of law oollaped.
It was merely rule by liaD.
No wonder we are now being
lectured about democracy not
only by the West, but by the
Thais, the Fili.pinosand IDdoaesians as welL

a

The Rule of Law
Under Threat
Joint Statement
Raja Aziz Addruse
Dr Chandra Muzaffar
P. Ramakrishnan
Cecil Rajendra
Gan Teik Chee

by

Tun Mohamed Suffian
Dato Param Cumaraswamy
Mehrun Siraj
Yang Pei Keng
Sivarasa Rasiah

Rasamah Bhupalan
Ramd.1s Tikamdas
Zainur Zakaria
Rustam A. Sani

Dated 15t·h September 1998

II

The rule of law and the
principles of natural justice are
the mainstay of aprogressive
and civilised society. These
two elements together ensure
that peoples' rights are not
trampled upon and that everyone sha Ube treated equally
before the law. The principles
of natural justice dictate that
everyone shall be entitled to
the due process of the law, that
is, no person shall be deprived
of his rights and privileges nor
be subject to condemnation or
punishment until and unless
he has been given an opportunity to defend himself to the
full extent o1 the law and to be
heard by a fair and impartial
tribunal.

II

steady and increasing disregard for and erosion of the
rule of law and the principles
of natural justice. Events in the
recent past have served to
bring this to prominence.

II Most recent of these relates to the summary sacking
of the former Deputy Prime
Minister and the Minister of
Finance Minister. In his p ress
conference on 3rd September
1998 (the day after his removal
from his cabinet posts), Datuk
Seri Anwar Ibrahim made allegations of government machinery being used against
him.

II The

events which occurred on the morning of the
There has been an ever 3rd appear to lend credence to
Aliron Monthly October l 998: 18(9) Poge l l

whathealleged. Accordingto
newspaper reports, four affidavits were served on Datuk
Nallakaruppan (who was
charged for an offence under
the Internal Security Act for
possession of some US rounds
of ammunition without a licence) at about 8.35 a.m. that
morning; the affidavits were
intended to be used to oppose
Datuk Nalla's application to
be transferred to the Sungai
Buloh Prison from the Bukit
Aman lock-up; the affidavits
were later produced by the
Deputy Public Prosecutor in
the High Court at about 9.35
am. when the application
came up for hearing; as counsel for Datuk Nalla objected to
their admissibility on the
ground that their contents

were irrelevant to the offence
the judge adjourned the hearing of the application to 2.00
pm that afternoon in order to
hear and rule on the objection
and to review the affidavits;
because of the adjournment,
counsel had applied to have
the affidavits "embargoed"
pendingthejudge's rulingbut
the judge refused to make an
interim order to impose the
embargo, holding that the affida vits had been filed and
had, therefore, become public
documents.

,. Apart from the affidavit
not having been read in open
court, was it not incumbent
upon the judge, having regard
to the nature of the allegations
made against DatukAnwar in
the affidavit and bearing in
mind that he was not a party
to the application before the
judge, to at least withhold
making a ruling on the status
of the affidavits until he had
heard the objection and reviewed the contents of the
affidavits? He should have
been aware of the prejudicial
effect the affidavits would
II At 1.30 pm. that day TV3 have on Datuk Anwar.
in its news broadcast made
public the allegations made in ,. Who was it who sought to
one of the affidavits, which have the contents of the affiwere very detrimental to davits made public at that
Datuk Anwar. Those allega- stage of the proceedings?
tions were also published DatukNallahad,byhiscounamongst others, in a Special sel, objected to the affidavits :
Edition of the Mahty Mail it could not have been him.
newspaper which went to The press was not a party to
print at about 12.00 noon and the proceedings and could not
became available for purchase have requested for the court's
by the public at 2.00 p.m. the ruling. There was no mention
same day.
in the newspapers that the
Deputy Public Prosecutor had
II On the above facts, anum- asked for such a ruling.
ber of points arise:,. More importantly, who ac,. It has always been ac- tually distributed copies of the
cepted as a principle that affidavits to the press and to
documents do not become TV3? It has been ascertained
public documents by reason that it was not Datuk Naila or
only that they have been filed his counsel As it was, when
in court. The contents of a the court resumed hearing in
document filed in court only the afternoon, irreparable
becomes public after the docu- damage had been done to
ment has been read or deemed Datuk Anwar by the media
to be read in open court. The blitz.
judge's ruling was, therefore,
11 Equally important issues
contrary to principle.
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arise from the way the various
authorities concerned dealt
with Datuk Nalla' s application to be transferred to the
Sungai Buloh prison:,. Although arrested for pessession of the ammunition
without a licence, his interrogationbythepoliceduringthe
20 days he had been detained
attheBukitAmanlock-uphad
been on matters not related to
the commission of the offence.
In one of the affidavits, which
was affirmed by theAttorneyGeneral, the detention of
Datuk Nalla at the Bukit
Aman lock-up was stated to
be necessary in order that he
could be questioned regarding
allegations made by third parties implicating Datuk
Anwar's sexual activities. According to the Attorney-General, he agreed that the invec;tigation involved security and
national interest. He was reported to have further said:

"Police hwestigation is still ongoing and statements whic1z have
been obtained are serious and involve the security of flle nation."
.. Where in the Act is the police authorised to question a
person arrested and detained
for a specific offence under the
ISA on matters not related to
that offence, just because the
police consider those other
matters involve national security and the Attorney-General
agrees with the police? Datuk
Nalla was arrested for an offence under section 57 of the

Act for possession of 125 ments:
rounds of ammunition without a licence.
" .. I am shocked with the use
of government machinery to
* The allegations of sexual frame me. In the past with
impropriety on the part of Abim (Angkatan Belia Islam
Datuk Anwar were listed in Malaysia) I was harassed but
the newspapers. It is far- never to this extent.
fetched for the Attorney-General to say that those allega- The entire process ... they questions (yet to be substantiated) tioned even;body, all my friends,
can warrant the continued de- even members of the judiciary. if
tention of Datuk Nalla on the he is a man, he is transferred out:
ground allegedly of national if a woman, she is asked whether
security. The Court neverthe- she is for PM or DPM or if sire
less accepted the Attorney- has some private, private, private
General's contention. It is al- dealings with me."
ready a fact that the courts
have, by their past decisions, The High Court judge who
allowed the police an unfet- granted Datuk Anwar the intered discretion to arrest and junction to restrain the disdetain any person under sec- semination of the book alleged
tion 73 of the Act. The court, to defame him is scheduled to
in accepting the Attorney- be transferred to the Shah
General's contention in the Alam High Court. He is a very
application of Datuk Nalla, senior High Court judge in
has extended that arbitrary Kuala Lumpur. His imminent
discretion to other areas.
transfer to Shah Alam soon
after he gran ted the injunction
* It is understood that must, therefore, raise quesCounsel for Datuk Nalla ap- tions. It is, of course, difficult
plied to the Court to be al- to ascertain the actual reason
lowed time to reply to the four for his transfer, but if it had
affidavits which were served anything to do with the granton Datuk Nalla that morning. ing of the injunction, an even
This application, though nor- more serious question arises
mally granted as a matter of as to the independence of the
natural justice, was disal- judge or judges responsible
lowed by the Court. Datuk for his transfer and as to
Nalla's reply to the affidavits whether any judge can ever be
were, therefore, not before the independent and impartial in
Court when it made its deci- performing his judicial function.
sion.

against a number of judges of
the superior courts. The Attorney-General announced publicly that the allegations
would be fully investigated.
The investigation apparently
disclosed that the allegations
were unfounded and the allegations were false. But no
prosecution was instituted
against the author of the poison-pen letter, a judge of the
High Court, for publication of
false news as was done
against Irene Fernandez for
submitting Tenaganita's findings of alleged irregularities
committed in a refugee camp,
and against Lim Guan Eng.
The judge concerned was
merely asked to resign. Serious allegations of corruption,
especially against members of
the higher judiciary merit investigation by an independent
Royal Commission. Corruption in a judiciary affects its
integrity, and therefore, its independence and impartiality.
The recent statement regarding judges made by the Attorney-General, made on the occasion of the elevation of Justice Augustine Paul to the
High Court Bench at Melaka,
indicate that all may not be
well with the judiciary.

IIIIIDemocracy under our
Constitution is founded upon
the rule of law. The "rule of
law", reduced to its basics, requires everything to be done
according to law; and such
II In his press conference II Some time ago, serious al- law must provide for
Datuk Anwar made, among legations of corruption were recognised rules and prinothers, the following state- made in a poison-pen letter ciples which do not allow for
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the arbitrary exercise of discretionary power. The rule of law
has been contrasted with arbitrariness. Underlying the rule
of law is an assumption of justice and fairness that should
accompany its application.

Dirt is inherent in the rule of
law that nobody is above the
law and that disputes as to the
legality of acts (whether of a
government or person) are to
be decided by judges who are
wholly independent of the executive. In a country such as
ours, where a written constitution is the supreme law, it is
the function of judges to safeguard and protect the fundamental freedoms provided to
the individuals by the constitution. Laws should be so interpreted as to promote those
freedoms so that they may be
exercised freely. Sadly, recent
instances of persons being
charged by the court for perceived contempt of court or
for expressing legitimate
views have shown the lack of
sympathy on the part of
judges for these freedoms, in
particular, the freedom of
speech. Granted that these
freedoms cannot be absolute
but must be subject to restrictions, it is still the bounden
duty of the courts to ensure
that these restrictions are not
such as to render these freedoms illusory. Thus, the warning reported in the newspapers to have been given by the
Court of Appeal earlier this
year when increasing the sentence on Lim Guan Eng, from

a fine to a term of imprisonment of eighteen months, that
it was sending out a message
that no one should criticise U1e
judiciary was misconceived in
a society which professes to
believe and practise the rule of
law. The message clearly has
the effect of discouraging anyone from speaking at all
against the judiciary. Is the judiciary beyond criticism when
even His Majesty the Yang diPertuan Agong and their
Highnesses the Rulers are not?
It has long been accepted that
a fair, reasonable and legitimate criticism of any act or
conduct of a judge in his judicial capacity or any proper
and fair comment on any decision given by him is permitted.
llfrhe Attorney-General, as
another institution involved in
the administration of justice,
also has a crucial role to play
in a democracy. He is the first
law officer of the country and
is the guardian and protector
of public interest. It has, however, been observed again and
again that he has misconstrued his function. In the
investigation into the allegations made by the underaged
girl involving the former
Chief Minister of Melaka, Tan
Sri Ral1im Thamby Chik, he
went to the extent of exposing
her admissions of sexual involvement with other persons
in order to discredit her complaint. In spite of successfully
prosecuting those persons on
the girl's admissions, the AtAliran Monthly October 1998: 18(9) Page 14

torney-General chose not to
believe her on her complaint
against Tan Sri Rahim
Thamby Chik. Recently, the
Attorney-General published a
set of guidelines setting out
the basis for his deciding
whether to prosecute or not. It
is hoped that these guidelines
will provide more transparency and will help improve
the Attorney-General's image
in the eyes of the public.
IBThe police also play a crucial role in maintaining law
and order, and society depends on them for upholding
the rule of law. It is the duty
of the police to invoke their
power of arrest and detention
to investigate commission of
crimes alleged to have been
committed. However, their
resort to invoking section 73
of the Internal Security Act for
reasons which are not envisaged by the Act is becoming
more frequent. On many occasions they have publicly issued threats to use that power
against persons suspected of
having committed various offences which have no relation
to issues of national security;
i.e. cloning of hand phones
and Internet rumour-mongering. The police should refrain
from continuing to invoke the
power under the Internal Security Act. On 24th December
1989, the Malaysian Government concluded a treaty '''ith
the Communist Party of Malaya in Bangkok following
which the Commllitk-t insurgency eased altogether. There-

order to gather evidence~ and
to present the evidence to the
Public Prosecutor to decide
whether there is any offence
disclosed. If any advanced announcement is required to be
made (and there should not be
that many cases where that is
necessary) it should be the
Public Prosecutor who should
do it. It may be useful to bear
in mind, that it is inimical to
the good image of the police
as a law enforcement body to
take on the confrontational
stance they did in the interDatuk Anwar's case, view against a person who has
the police went on television not been charged with any ofto disclose that new reports fences.
had been lodged against
Datuk Anwar, alleging he had IJirhe activities following
interfered with police investi- the dismissal of Datuk Anwar
gation and that he might have from his Cabinet posts and his
committed sedition for what expulsion from UMNO folhe had said in an interview lowed the familiar pattern
with foreign media. Should previously seen when this
not matters concerning pros- country had its constitutional
ecution for offences be deter- crises involving their
mined by the Public Prosecu- Highnesses the Malay Rulers.
tor? It cannot be correct for the It is also reminiscent of the dispolice to publicly disclose that missal of Tun SallehAbas, the
there is evidence in police pos- then Lord President of the Susession which may warrant preme Court of Malaysia, in
Datuk Anwar's prosecution. 1988. Opinion was mobilised
What was the purpose to be against Datuk Anwar to supserved by the public disclo- port the decision taken. Just as
sure? Was it to defend the po- at that time, no reasons were
lice against some perceived al- furnished by the Prime Minlegation that they had not ister for the dismissal but
been professional in the carry- party stalwarts had no hesitaing out of their duties? Is there tion to agree with it. One seany need to do that? Profes- nior Minister agreed with the
sionalism is a matter for objec- decision because the Prime
tive assessment and is judged Minister "must have had good
by the conduct of the police. reasons" for making it. The
Their function is to investi- thinking seems to be that the
gate complaints thoroughly in correctness of the decision will
after the basis for the existence
of the Act had ceased to exist.
In any case, the Act was not
promulgated in order to enable the police to deal with
persons suspected of having
committed a defined offence
(not being an offence under
the Act) but against whom no
evidence could be obta.ll1ed.lt
is a person's fundamental
right in a society subscribing
to the rule of law to be free
from arbitrary arrests and detention.

Olin
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be decided by a headcount of
loyal supporters.

IJIIA. number who had publicly supported the decision,
expressed disapproval of
Datuk Anwar's proposal to go
to the people to explain his
side of the story, giving differentreasons,somefearingthat
there might be undesirable
repercussions and olhers because Datuk Anwar was no
longer an UMNO member.
It appears that while it is perfectly acceptable for some
UMNO leaders to show the
people that the decision receives the approval of
UMNO members generally,
it is not considered desirable
for Datuk Anwar to put forward his case to the people.
Such an attitude is not consistent with the principle of
justice and fairplay. The
people must decide, after
hearing the reasons presented
by both sides, whether what
was done was right or not. It
is, therefore, hoped that on the
issue of his expulsion, the
public will have the opportunity to hear Datuk Anwar's
explanation on the allegations
made against him, which allegations have yet to be substantiated.
. .There is a need for all freedom-loving Malaysians to understand and appreciate the
importance of the rule of law
and to be vigilant that it prevails in this country. Without
the rule oflaw, there can be no
justice. 0

ibility whatsoever in this matter.

A/iran Executive Com,ultee
21 September 1998

More ISA arrests:
Down the path to
greater
authoritarianism
Aliran strongly condemns the arrest of sacked deputy prime minister An war Ibrahim and 11 of his
closest supporters under the obnoxious Internal Security Act.

ISA strengthens
suspicion of political
conspiracy
Anwar Ibrahim's arrest was not
unexpected. The authorities had
been hinting of it practically every day since 2 September. That
the authorities were forced to act
on Sunday evening, before the
conclusion of the Commonwealth Games, only confirms that
they have become worried about
the gathering support for Anwar.
The arrest, which follows several
large rallies held by Anwar, is
also an admission that the Malaysian people are not convinced of
the unsubtantial charges that
have been levelled against him.
Aliran strongly deplores the commando-style arrest of Anwar.
There was never any imminent
confrontation between the authorities and Anwar's supporters. Since 2 September, Anwar
has consistently stated that he
was prepared to be arrested and
charged in a court of law. Unlike
the case of the arrest of former
Menteri Besar of Selangor, Dato

The 11 supporters detained without trial included four politicians
seen as opposing the UMNO
leadership: UMNO Youth leader
Harun Idris, two decades ago, Zahid Hamidi, Negri Sembilan
neither Anwar nor his support- UMNO Youth chief Ruslan
ers had barricaded themselves or I<asim, a state assemblyman, and
prevented his arrest. Hence, the an UMNO division head.
methods deployed in arresting
Anwar, to the point of storming The academics held are UlA stuhis residence, were particularly dent affairs rector Prof. Dr. Siddiq
reprehensible.
Baba and Institute of Policy Research chairman Kamaruddin
Aliran strongly condemns any Jaffar. Also picked up were the
detention of Anwar under the top four officials of ABN (the
ISA. lf Anwar is being detained Malaysian Muslim Youth "\1o,•efor "disrupting public order", as ment) and the president of the
the public has been told, there are Malaysian National Muslim Stuspecific laws wruch the authori- dents Association.
ties can usc to chargP him. The
use of the infamous ISA only Once again, the TSA is being used
serves to strengthen the suspicion to silence opponents of the politiof Malaysians that the charges calleadershipand to create a culagainst Anwar were trumped up ture of fear. The mo\·e to detain
as part of a conspiracy to termi- politicians, academtcs and youth
nateAnwar's political career in a leaders who have opposed Prime
Minister Mahathir Mohamad is
hurry.
clearly retrogres!>ive and sends
In the name of democracy, justice, Malaysia further down the path
and plain decency, Aliran calls of authoritarianism.
upon the authorities either to
charge Anwar in a court of law Police have said that they are inimmediately, or release him un- vestigating the tweln• for their
conditionally. If the authorities role in the unrest on Sunday,
persist in detaining Anwar under when tens of thousands of iathe ISA, they will have no cred- laysians took to the street5 callAliron Monthly October 1998: 18(9) Page 16

ing for reforms. Instead of detain- slapped on her bars the public,
ing these 12 individuals, police including journalists, from entershould have arrested the few in- ing her house. Only family memdividuals - who could be unre- bers and relatives are allowed in.
lated to Anwar's 'reform movement'~who actually d~ged the What crime has Azizah commitlobby area of the Putra World ted for her to be treated so cruTrade Centre. In the past, certain elly? What kind of democracy is
quarters have planted trouble- this? The roadblocks near
makers to cause mischief during Azizah's residence may be compeaceful meetings to discredit the pared with the checkpoints that
organisers, thus providing the were set up near the home of
police with an excuse to intervene Burma's freedom fighter Aung
and crack down.
San Suu Kyi.

of harsh interrogation under severe duress. 'Confessions' or
pleas of guilt extracted from victims under such extreme circumstances should be rejected by any
independent court of law.
We urge the authorities to release
all those detained without trial
immediately or charge them in
court. If they don't, Malaysian
democracy will be the laughing
stock of the world.

Aliran Executive Committee
The government should realise
that the Malaysian people are becoming increasingly sceptical
about the accusations levelled
against those detained under the
ISA. By not producing concrete
evidence to substantiate the
charges in an open court and by
denying the accused the right to
defend themselves, the government has lost whatever little credibility it had left. The allegations
against Anwar and the others detained should be stringently
tested in a fair and open trial presided by judges of unimpeachable credentials.
Aliran calls on the government to
desist from arresting more Malaysians under the ISA. Instead,
it should unconditionally release
all those already detained or
charge them in court for specific
offences according to internationally accepted legal procedures.

Aliran also condemns the 'trial by
media' against Anwar. Prime
Minister Mahathir Mohamad
and other government officials
continue to blacken Anwar's
name daily. As a result of his incarceration without trial Anwar
is unable to defend himself nor
can he prepare his defence. He
has been also denied access to his
lawyers.
And all this while, the vicious
vilification in the media continues with no court hearing in
sight. Aliran is concerned about
the effects of these daily diatribes
on Anwar's children, who must
be severely traumatised by now.

We note that Mahathir himself
has hit out at the foreign media
for tarnishing the country's image. 'Tell a lie many, many times,
eventually people will believe it,'
he said. By the same token,
Mahathir should ask the local
Aliran Executive Committee media to stop publishing un22 September 1998 proven allegations against
Anwar.

Anwar and Azlsah
uniustly treated
Aliran is outraged at the authorities' move to seal off the home of
Anwar's wife, Dr Wan Azizah
Ismail. The ISA restriction order

We are also concerned about the
personal well-being of Anwar
and the others detained without
trial. From the testimony of previous ISA victims, we know that
many detainees face long hours
Aliran Monthly October 1998: 18(9) Page 17

26 September 1998

Home AHalrs Minister,
IGP should resign if
Anwar was beaten up
Aliran is outraged and revolted
to hear Anwar testifying that he
was beaten and punched until he
bled and fainted while in police
custody. We strongly condemn
such blatant and barbaric abuse
of power and brutality inflicted
on helpless detainees.
Anwar reportedly had a swollen
eye and bruises on his right arm
when he was produced in court
this morning, nine days after being arrested under the infamous
Internal Security Act. An war,
who appeared to have lost
weight, said he was beaten hard
on the night he was arrested
"I was blindfolded and handcuffed. The moment I arrived at
the lock-up, they took off the
blinds and the cuffs but a few
minutes later, they put it on
again," AFP quoted him as telling the court.
"I was boxed very hard on my
lower jaw and left eye. I was also
boxed on the right of my head
and they hit me on the left side

of my neck very hard," he said.
"I was then slapped very hard left
and right until blood came out
from my nose and my lips
cracked. Because of this, I could
not see and walk properly."

In our media statement on 26
September, we expressed concern
about the personal well-being of
Anwar and the others detained
without trial. Our worst fears
seem to have been confirmed.
The Internal Security Act is a
cruel and unjust law that should
have no place in the statute books
of any civilised society. It subjects
detainees to lon& harsh interrogation under extreme duress.

Support the caU for Justice.

Every Tuesday, switch off
your lights at home for 10
minutes from 8.00pm.
Every Wednesday, turn on
car lights from 8.00am to
6.00pm while driving.

On 24 September 1998 at a press
conference, the Inspector-General
of Police had stated that Anv,rar
was "safe and sound." But according to Anwar's testimony in
court on 29 September, he was
not "safe and sound" on that day.
Indeed, he wa:. in pain and misery and without medical treatment after having been allegedly
brutalised by his vicious captors
on the night of his arrest on 20
September. Was that the real reason he was not produced in court
the next morning?

Malaysians have a right to know
whether the IGP deliberately lied
to mislead the public or if he was
genuinely kept in the dark by his
The Home Affairs Minister and officers. In either case, it doesn't
Like Anwar, a number of previ- the Inspector-General of Police speak well for him.
ous detainees have aUeged that should also accept full responsithey were assaulted while incus- bility and resign immediately. If he had lied, he should be
tody. We are shocked that such That would be the only sacked to protect the integrity of
conduct can be tolerated in a pur- honourable thing to do in these the police force. If he did not
know what was happening, then
portedly caring society. If the tragic circumstances.
former deputy prime minister
he should resign to acknowledge
could be treated in this way, what Now that Anwar has been that he was no longer effectively
rights do ordinary citizens have? charged in court, he should be re- in charge and that he was unleased on bail so that he can have aware of the brutality taking
The ISA should be abolished im- full access to his lawyers to ad- place in such a high-profile case.
mediately to redeem our dignity equa.tely prepare his defence.
and self-respect as a nation. We Any continued detention would Mahathir, as head of the Home
should follow the example of be a travesty of justice.
Affairs Ministry, cannot escape
South Africa, which abrogated
responsibility either. He cannot
A/iran Executive Committee afford to ignore the issue. He has
a similar evil and vicious law fol29 September 1998 two options now:
lowing the end of apartheid.
Aliran also demands the release
Dlcl the IGP lie when • condone the brutality, or
of all those detained without triaL
he salcl Anwar was
• condemn the barbarity and
apologise to the nation. Be•safe ancl sound"?
We call on the court to appoint
sides this, he should also set
an independent doctor to conup an independent commisduct a thorough investigation on It is scandalous that former
sion made up of indi\iduals
Anwar and to determine how his deputy prime minister Anwar
was
allegedly
with unimpeachable credeninjuries were sustained. If it is Ibrahim
tials to thoroughly probe all
proven that there was indeed ill- brutalised while under the popreviously reported cases of
treatment as Anwar alleges, then lice custody. This raises the
those suspected of inflicting questions of integrity and proalleged police brutality.
Anwar's injuries should be im- fessionalism and needs urgent
Alira11 Executwe Committee
mediately charged in court for answers to salvage any semblance of the rule of law.
30 Septmzber 1998
criminal assault.
Pass the word around.
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WISDOM

Ordinary Malaysians flock to a remote village to hear the other
side of the story
By Tan Pek Leng
Cherok To'kun,
Pennat.a ng Pauh, Penang
5.30 p.m. Saturday,
12 September 1998

Our trip to Cherok To'kun began with a wrong
turn, but the first sign that we were on the right
track again came with the intimidating sight of
four Federal Reserve Unit trucks standing on the
ready outside the Bukit Mertajam police station.
Confirmation came with the crawl past the police block outside St. Anne's church and the traffic snarl that stretched as far as the eye could see.
About half a kilometre from our destination it
was clear that we would do better time on foot.
The car parked, we trotted out, joining the many
who had reached the same decision. From a distance, the exhortations from the loudspeakers
could already be heard.

and mak cik (elderly men and women) with cucu
(grandchildren) in tow, the committed dads holding in their arms babes either fast asleep or
fretting at the discomfort of the crush, young men
in jubah (long gowns) ever ready to shout "AlZahu
Akhbar!" (God is great), and, the ubiquitous mobile phone carriers. Although it was ethnically a
predominantly Malay crowd, the Chinese and
Indian presence was quite noticeable.

The moment we turned into the lorong (lane) that
led to Anwar's house, we were engulfed in a
crowd of thousands. It was a motley mix: pak cik We didn't have to wait long for Anwar to take
over the mike. He quickly struck a sympathetic
chord with the audience, recoUJ;lting how even
in the darkest days of colonialism no individual
had been so completely denied all recourse to
justice. He had been castigated, condemned and
cast out even before the charges against him were
proven true; he had been "sentenced" even before the police investigations were completed, he
lamented.

This was uot a crowd out to riot or to create any disturballces.

Anwar said it was incredulous that even the infamous apartheid regime in South Africa had
convicted Nelson Mandela of only a single
charge of treason whereas he (Anwar) had been
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sullied with sins of every possible description. Perhaps in
desperation, he could only
mock at the charges hurled
against him. But the crowd was
ready to match his derision
with quick repartee.
When Anwar confessed that he
wouldn't have known what to
do with the thirty women with
whom he was supposed to have
consorted, the instant response
was, "Bagi pada Rahim Tamby
Chik!"(Give them to Rahim
Tamby Chik). When Anwar
asked what he would do with a
wig, the suggestion was, "Bagi
pada Samy Vellu!" (Give it to
Samy Vellu).

Peaceful
People Power · .
-

J

1

Amazing outpouring of support as a
sea of humanity floods Dataran
Merdel<a

6y Kural

In these trying times, we might
best find faith in folk wit and
folk wisdom.
Anwar's one-hour speech
ended with the proclamation of
the Permatang Pauh Declaration -each point preceded with
the rallying cry of "Gerakan
Reformasi!" (Reform Movement). With that, the gathering
started to disperse.
As we made our way to the
main road, I thought Anwar's
reminder to "bersurai secarn
teratur" (disperse peacefully)
was quite unnecessary. This
was not a crowd out to riot or
to create any disturbances.
Many of them were probably
not even fervent Anwar supporters or raring to join the reform movement. They had
gathered, as citizens, to assert
their rightto hear the other side
of the story and make their own
judgements. 0

Anwar at tilt' National Mosqut·

National Mosque
Independence Square
3.30 p.m. Sunday,
20 September 1998
I received news about the 20
September gathering at the
Oatarnn Merdeka (Independence
Square) through one of the
many Anwar Ibrahim web sites
that sprouted after his dismissal.

a matter of time before he was
arrested and silenced.
At about 3.30 p .m., I arrived at
the Dataran. The field had been
sealed off. A four-feet high orange plastic mesh had been
placed around the entire field. A
fair number of police personnel
were positioned at numerous
points around the Dataran. It
was clear that no one was going
to be alJowcd to get o nto the
field.

I had been to hear Anwar speak
a couple of times at his residence
in Bukit Damansara and had
been keenly following his na- Already, a large number of
tion-wide tour. I was eager to people had gathered . Some
attend this gathering - being walked about the pavement
convinced that it would only be alongside the field and others
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waited opposite the road in front
of the courts. It was not clear
who was who: how many had
gathered to see Anwar, how
many were just out for a Sunday
stroll through the Dataran, and
how many were police personnel in plain clothes was not apparent.
As I wondered what to do,
someone passed by me and
mumbled "Masjid Negara,Masjid
Negara'' (National Mosque). T
then walked towards the
mosque together with many
others.

such confessions were made,"
was a typical response.

quently chorused refrain
shouted with much enthusiasm,
"Mahatllir U11dur! Mahathir
Suddenly, a commotion broke Und11r!" (Mahathir, step down)
out as Anwar and Azizah ar- punctuated Anwar's fairly brief
rived. They waded through the address
crowd with much difficulty.
Shouts of "Reformasi! Refonnasi!" Anwar asked the crowd
and "Hidup Anwar!" (Long live whether they wanted to go to
Anwar) filled the air.
the Dataran. The crowd roared
"Yes!" and immediately many
Anwar addressed the crowd. stood up eagerly. Anwar then
They were clearly there to show told the crowd that this could
their support for him. He denied only be done provided they
the many allegations levelled at agreed to abide by certain conhim and praised the people for ditions. "You must be orderly
having stood firm in the face of and well-behaved. Do not disadversity. That the crowd had turb others or cause a commotion. Only if you agree to do this
can we go to the Dataran." The
crowd chorused their agreement
and began to move.

The crowd gathered at the part
of the mosque that faces Pusat
Islam. Pamphlets were distributed and some leaders, including Ruslan Kassim, went into
the mosque and started using a
loud hailer to address the crowd.
Religious songs were sung and
this was interspersed with
chants of "Reformasi! Reformasi!"
(Reform) and "Ailahu Ak11bar!"
(Cod is grcot). Soon Malaysian
flags were distributed and banners were displayed; some read
"Refomwsi" and others "Justice Reformation: justice Truth Freedom
for Anwar''.
still managed to assemble deThe crowd continued to build spite all the obstacles placed in
up, overflowing into a sea of its path was evidence of the
faces in every direction that T people's ability to be innovative
looked. I was amazed at the and "pintar" (intelligent), he
outpouring of support. I had said.
been concerned that the "confessions" made by Sukma and He said that he would "lawan"
Munawar the previous day (fight) to the end. To attain freemight have dampened support dom and justice for all Malayfor Anwar but this was not the sians, he was prepared to spend
case. I asked many people who years in prison. The crowd
were present what they thought roared its approval. More shouts
about the "confessions". "Who of "Reformasi!, Reformasi!",
knows under what conditions "Al1ahu Akhbar'', and a new fre-
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As I stood up to walk to the
Dataran, I realised for the first
time the actual size of the crowd.
It was huge - some estimates
placed the crowd at over 30,000
- and multi-ethnic, comprising
both the young and the old. The
crowd surged towards the
Dataran. Supporters hoisted
Anwar onto their shoulders and
made their way to the front of
this moving sea. Then I lost
sight of him.
The crowd surged forward,
spilling onto both sides of the
two-lane highway. As the crowd
marched towards the Dataran,
groups spontaneously chanted,
"Reformasi!
Reformasi !",
"Mahathir Undur!"
and
''Mahathir resign!" The crowd
was entirely peaceful and respectful of both property and
curious bystanders who were
caught in the traffic jam or who

emerged from the Daya Bumi those who abuse the apparatus of
complex to witness this amazing state ... we deno11nce corruption,
phenomenon.
abuse of power and the conspiracy
devised by a greedy elite to blind the
The ocean of humal\ity occupied people to the truth ... we are united
the entire portion of road be- against oppression ... long live the
tween the courts and the field, people ... banish the enemies of
cramming almost the entire field reform ...wedemmultheresignotion
at the Dataran.lt was difficult to of Datuk Seri Dr. Mahathir
move. 1 found myself near the Mohamadl"
flag-pole end of the Dataran.
Many of the "leaders" of the Ref- As A~izah read the ikrar line by
ormation Movement were also line, the crowd responded, toat this end of the Dataran.
gether with her, punching their
fists into the air. When she finI could barely make out Anwar ished, the crowd sang, ''lnilah
as he mingled with the crowd.
Armed with only a hand-held
hailer, he could not address the
massive crowd which I estimated to be in the region of
50,000 to 60,000. He thus addressed portions of the crowd in
turn and kept moving around
the field. As he made his way
towards the St. Mary's end of the
Dataran, I lost sight of him again
cu1d did not see him again that
day. I later learned that he had
left the Dataran and was making his way home.
The attention then focused on
the stage near the flag-pole end
of the Dataran where a soundsystem of sorts had been set up.
Anwar's wife, Azizah, was intraduced to the crowd and she
led the enormous crowd in the
reading of the iktar (pledge):

" ... we affirm our loyalty to the
nation ... we win not suffer thereplacement of foreign oppressors
with those raised from among
ourselves ... we oppose all cruel and
oppressive laws ... we resolve toestablish humane governance ... we
denounce those who corrupt our
system of justice ... we dellounce

the organisers were only responsible for what took place at
Masjid Negara and the Dataran.
I never persona Uy heard anyone
tellanyoneelse to go to the Putra
World Trade Centre (the ruling
party lleadquarters) or to Sri
Perdana (the Prime Minister's
residence).

I believe that what happened
after the rally at the Dataran
was either the spontaneous action of crowds who were frustrated with UMNO and the
Prime Minister or the work of

The massive crowd af Dataran Merdeka

Barisan Kita" (This is our move- a.gent provocateur wlwse purment) and with that the day
came to an end. The crowd was
thanked for its participation and
told to "bersurai'' (disperse).

pose was to discredit the reform movement. In any event,
it is important to remember
that as these crowds surged
through the streets of Kuala
Lumpur on Sunday night, they
did not attack or assault any
innocent bystanders nor did
they damage shops or private
property along the way.

I retumed home. Together with
many thousands of others who
had been at theDataran that day,
we only learned later about
other "incidents" that allegedly
unfolded that night. Since we
had been told by the organisers Hidup Perjuangan Rakyat!
to disperse peacefully and or- (Long live the people's
derly, I remain convinced that struggle)O
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Sri Perdana •
where the truth lies
No stone-throwing crowds were seen,
nor were chants of '&akar, &akar' heard

&y Sharaad Kuttan
Outside the Prime Minister's
residence (Sri Perdana)
Sunday night,
20 September 1998

I acted on impulse when J saw
the first water cannons being
fired towards the crowd some
fifty metres ahead of me. Leaving my friends, I ran forward
to capture the moment on camera and found myself confronted by baton-swinging Federal Reserve Unit (FRU) personnel. Panic and a lack of effective
leadership among the crowd
meant that the police were immediately able to gain the
upperhand by splitting the
crowd into two.
I found myself part of a smaller
group across the highway from
the FRU barricade while the
larger group (where my friends
were) was being pushed back
systematically towards Jalan
Parlimen. Wanting to rejoin my
friends I trailed the FRU as they
beat back the crowds, launching a series of well-rehearsed
manoeuvres, armed with their
tear-gas grenades, guns, batons
and water cannons.

From that vantage point, I observed how, with military precision, these forces carried out
their battle against unarmed civilians whose only weapons
were their voices and their
numbers. Designed to irritate
and disorientate, CS tear-gas
grenades and chemical-laced
water were shot into the
crowds. This was the first salvo,
then the heavily protected FRU
footmen would charge the
crowd, swinging their batons
indiscriminately.

lice violence that night sparked
off as much indignation as it did
fear.

The events around Sri Perdana
on the night of 20 September are
now part of the political effort
to discredit Anwar's Reformasi
(reform) movement and, with
it, any opposition to Prime Minister Dr Mahathir Mohamad' s
administration.Tothatend,one
local newspaper reported
"stone-throwing crowds" confronting the FRU and that the
crowd was chanting "bakar,
Despite their superior fire- bakar"(burn, burn); none of
power and organisation, the which I saw or heard.
police were confronted by
crowds who were not easily With the justification for
cowed. It seems clear that po- Anwar's arrest under the ISA
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being that he incited a riot, more
sinister images of that evening
and of the subsequent peaceful
demonstration are being conjured
to prove the
administration's case :Kt the
public mind.

many of us were unclear as to
where Anwar was and what the
next move was. I walked into
the building, saw no signs of the
alleged vandalism, and was
soon ushered out. Only those
who wanted to pray were invited to remain inside.

I accept that even an eyewitness

account, such as mine, will be
read as a partisan effort- if not
pro-Anwar, than at least antiMahathir. This is unfortunate
but is itself a consequence of the
increasingly low political style
of this administration and the
resulting polarisation. Aided
by the systematic elimination of
independent institutions, there
are few forums in which we can
negotiate the multiple and often competing viewpoints that
we hold as a people.
Anwar's leadership of the
crowd began at the National
Mosque and ended at Independence Square. The crowd was
first displaced by instructions
from the government that the
rally be held away from the visiting British monarch, Queen
Elizabeth II. At the end of his
speech at the National Mosque,
Anwar suggested that we return to the Square, but he issued
a condition, asking the crowd to
promise to be "peaceful." That
was the last time that I heard
Anwar issue any instructions.

Momentum picked up when a
group started moving down to
the
highway,
chanting
"refonnasi" and the word went
round that they were heading
towards Sri Perdana. The
crowd, now only a fraction of
the numbers at Dataran but still
numbering between two to five
thousand, made that long walk
to the Prime Minister's official
residence. It was a logical step
following the call for Mahathir
to resign~ which was first made
at Masjid Negara.
The crowd moved with a festive
air rather than with a militant
step. This demonstration of public dismay, however, was no
match for the police and paramilitary forces lined up to protect the Prime Minister. It's a sad
day when the rakyat (people)
have become the enemy of the
state, and the target of their massive strength, as they had on the
night of 20 September.

A nwre elaborate account of the
events of that day and related issues can be found on a new web
based magazine called Saksi at
www.saksi.com; enquiries about
the magazine should be addressed
to saksi_l@hotmail.com

The move from the Square
down Jalan Raja Laut seemed
far more spoutaneous, with
marshals only providing us a
sense of the intended destinaSharaad Kuttan is a human rights
tion at Chow Kit itself.
activist and freelance writer based
At the UMNO headquarters in Kuala Lumpur
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You talk of justice
in your unfairness
you talk of order
in your unawareness
you forced us to believe
in your imperialist
vision
youleftus to grieve
in your materialist
ambition
your democracy is hypocrisy
your laws are flaws
impressing the

greedy
oppressing the
needy
just let it be known
'cozl'm never alone ...

Wira Budiman (17)
Pre Lmo UM. '97
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ANWAR'S ARREST
Special police squad with black balaclavas and submachine
guns storm Anwar~ press conference and haul him away
by MaHhew Moore
Anwar's private residence
8.30pm, Sunday,
20 September 1998
Anwar Ibrahim was on the back
porch with his wife when the
police kicked in the door and
changed Malaysia forever. As
has happened often over the
past three weeks, Malaysia's
sacked deputy prime minister
sat at a long table, facing a ring
of journalists and a throng of
supporters, his back to his living room behind sliding glass
doors.
This 8.30pm media conference
was to be his final event of a
momentous day. He tried to
talk, but couldn't make himself
heard without a microphone,
his voice too raw from the hours
before. While he waited for one,
he chatted to the few of us there,
Light banter that he'd perfected
in the time - nearly three weeks
- since the Prime Minister, Dr
Mahathir Mohamad, sacked
him.

that dwarfed every sporting
event at the Commonwealth
Games, an illegal gathering of
a size and scale this city has not
seen before, and with a passion
that is new for Malaysia.

den erupted with shrieks of
warning: "POLICE! POLICE!''
We leapt to our feet, but not
Anwar and his wife, Dr Wan
Azizah Wan Ismail. For days,
Anwar had predicted his own
arrest was imminent and he
clearly was prepared. ''If you
can sit down, I am appealing to
all to be cool, calm and composed. Let me deal with the
police. Are they coming in?"

Finally the microphone got going, but Anwar had hardly used
it before he read from a note
passed to him. "I am told a
crowd of 20,000 to 30,000 has
gathered outside the Prime
Minister's house," he said. "I've
"How many do you think went just been informed police have An war's lawyers had written to
to
Merdeka
[Freedom] started shooting. I hope it's tear the police days earlier, offering
to bring in their client if they
Square?" Anwar asked. More gas."
than 50,000, probably 70,000,
wanted him arrested. They
perhaps even 100,000 we'd re- Seconds'later hundreds of sup- were anxious to fight Mahathir
ported. Certainly it was a crowd porters jammed in Anwar's gar- in the courts, not on the streets.
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Anwar had prepared himself
for that, but he was not prepared for the crashing of boots
against the double timber front
doors nor the smashing of glass.
Screams started as the supporters behind Anwar grabbed their
leader and his wife from their
chairs. ThPy called for help. A
wave of supporters leapt over
the table, pouring into the living room, heading for the front
door where the smashing was
underway. Jam the room full
and they could never take him.
The Herald's photographer, Jason South, tore round the front
to shoot them smashing their
way in but he was met by a riot
squad, at least 200 strong, all in
helmets and shields and armed
with cane dubs. One lunged for
his cameras, pushing him over
a sofa, smashing his flash as he
grabbed for the strap. But South
was too big and too vigorous to
lose a tug-of-war with a slight
Malaysian, even a riot squad
member happy to use his cane.

onto the tape. When he aimed
his sub-machinegun at me and
screamed once more, I couldn't
hand it over quick enough. He
threw it to the floor and used
his weapon to force me outside.

with him to police headquarters, but in the melee one
daughter, Nurul Ilham, 11, was
left behind with the crowd
showering missiles at the police, enraged at its impotence to
save the man who has
Veiled women, many with chit- galvanised the country.
dren, climbed the back fence to
slide down the grass slope to "Which country you from? You
safety. If the shooting started, must write the truth. You must
that was my best way out. The tell people what is happening
stand-off in the living room in this country," said one young
lasted an hour. Anwar was up- woman. "I am a lecturer in mass
stairs talking to his family and media, that's why lam so mad
his lawyers.
at the media in this country.

Two plainclothes policemen,
both with sub-machineguns,
asked him to come down. He
asked for time to pray and to get
two of his daughters, Nuha, 14,
and !shan, 13, home from
friends' houses. He wanted all
six of his children with him.

"They never say what happens.
You were here, you sa·w what
happened, you have to tell
people."
That Anwar was arrested was
not the surprise, it was the timing, just hours after the Queen
arrived and the day before she
was due to dose the Commonwealth Games. And it was the
boots and baladavas.

I was talking into my tape recorder when one saw me and
demanded that Thand it over. I
refused and backed oif, but he
screamed and grabbed my arm,
trying to tear it from me.

After packing his prison bag
Anwar gathered his wife and
children in his bedroom and
told them not to be afraid. "The
family was very calm," says a The "friendly" Games were
Mahathir's way of proving to
friend who was with them.
the world that Malaysia can
match
it with any country on
With a male aide carrying his
bag and three lawyers in tow, earth. On Sunday morning, the
Anwar left the house. Roars of Prime Minister suggested that
"Allahu Akhbar" (God is great) Kuala Lumpur might usc the
and "reformasi" (reformation) Commonwealth Games as a
erupted as he inched his way, platform to bid for the 2008
hands triumphant overhead, Olympics. By Sunday night, the
through a cordon of riot police. baladavas and the guns had
About 5,000 people jammed the cut that talk down to size. Cl
house and the street and their
weight buckled the police line.
But they got him to the van with
&cnptfnmt tile Sydney
his wife and children. The law- ~ Morning Herald, 22
yers followed in a car.
~
Septembn 1998

He got my notebook, but I hung

His whole family was to travel

First through the doors came
the black baladavas, perhaps a
dozen of them, members of
some special SWAT squad who
wt!re ::.upposed Lo grab Anwar.
But they could not break the
crowd without using their
guns.
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Street Justice
Security forces tear-gas and whack peaceful demonstrators
and bystanders waiting for Anwar~ arrival in court

by Legal Beagle
Outside the courts I
Independence Square
10 a.m. Monday,
21 September 1998
My office is in Wisma Kraftangan
on ]alan Tun Perak, about two
minutes' walk from thejalan Raja
Magistrate's and Sessions Courts.
At around lOa.m., someone burst
into our office and said the police were bringing Anwar to the
Magistrate's Court that morning.
From our office, I soon heard
shouts outside. I went outside to
see what was going on.

A mass of peaple- probably close to ten thou.saud

wards the magistrate's courts. I
Outside the courts, I saw a lot then saw the police having a little
more police officers than was mini-conference and I knew that
usual. As I reached the front of the Federal Reserve Unit (FRU)
the courts, I realised why. Amass trucks would come next.
of people - probably close to ten
thousand - had gathered in front Sure enough, minutes later, a few
of and on Independence Square. trucks appeared. The crowd of
Right in front of the courts was a supporters marched towards the
huge group numbering a few trucks, which had stopped just
thousand, seated in a circle in short of the magistrate's courts in
front of the magistrate's court, front of Independence Square.
chanting
phrases
like The crowd faced the trucks chant"Reformasi!" (Reforms), "Kami ing, "Gagahkan diri!" (Have
perlu gagahkan diri'' (We need to Strength) "Beranikan diril" (Have
have
strength),
"Undur Courage).
Mahathir!"(Mahathir,stepdown).
A burst of water from the trucks
Suddenly, the crowd of onlook- was shot directly into the crowd.
ers pointed at the opposite direc- Standing at the fringe of the
tion (the area of the flagpole) crowd, I felt my eyes, throat and
where another group of Anwar nose sting and realised that we
supporters was marching to- had been tear-gassed. The FRU
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advanced towards us and we
stumbled back into the court
compound, enraged.
W11en we had recovered, most of
us went back to the front of the
courts to see what was happening. We saw people being arrested and hauled into the FRU
trucks. Other FRU trucks were
also tear-gassing surrounding
roads. We could see groups of
people, largely onlookers, stumbling away.
I decided then that onlookers
were not safe and turned to go
back. Making my way back, I saw
a group of lawyers, with their
jackets on, being tear-gassed as
well. I was tear-gassed again
whilst trying to get out of the
area.

As 1 approached Jalan Tun
Perak, I saw a group of FRU
personnel running down the
streets towards me. Some of my
office staff were outside the office building and yelled.. at me
to come in. As l rushed into the
building, an FR U personnel
pointed at me and started coming in my direction. I was, however, in the building and the
guards had drawn the grille
down. The man behind me was
not as lucky and the last I saw,
he was whacked on the head by
the FRU personnel.
When I went back into the office, I received numerous calls
that people, including bystanders, were being picked off the
streets. A group of my friends
saw a young lady wearing a
summer dress - obviously not
one of the crowd, picked u p
. and taken into a truck. As our
security staff were letting
people slip under the grille into
the building, some FRU officers
kicked our grille.
My colleagues and I finally managed to leave the office at about
4 p.m. after we had seen a youth
falling down, apparently hit by

MALAYSIA
BOLE HI
And ifwecan

you must

with the help

remember

of our citizens

we also can

build

with baton, tear-gas,

the 'tallest' tower

water-cannon

'biggest' airport

induce fear

'finest' stadia ...

terror, silence

in each citizen;
And if we can
produce the 'most

little help

resilient' athletes

from our media,

to win us gold

strip him of every

from boxing

vestige

rubber bullets. I left a city sur-

rounded by army personnel and
the FRU. The crowd, which they
had dispersed, had at no time
been violent. The perpetrators of
violence on that day were those
in uniform. Their message was
dear. There could be no demonstrations, even if peaceful, if not
approved by the authorities. For
those there, the closing ceremony
of the Commonwealth Games on
television that night brought no
cheer. Something seemed very
wrong with our priorities as a
nation. D

to badminton
shooting
to gymnastics,

with an

with the ~loudest'
supporters to cheer ...
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Yes, we can!

In Wira's Shadow
Relormasi supporters rally despite heavy Games' security
&yWisegal
Bukit Jalil Sports Complex
9.30 p .m. Monday,
21 September 1998
My friends and I only arrived
the Bukit Jalil Sports Complex at about 9:30p.m; between
police roadblocks and huge
crowds, parking was quite a
chore. Having come
just to see whether
the
rumoured
Reformasi (Reform)
protest took place,
we had no tickets.
We had heard that
the police were not
allowing anyone
without tickets to
enter the complex
from the Light Rail
Transit or to park in
the official lots. Regardless, we managed to arrive at the
complex without mishap.
Thinking by that time we had
surely missed any Reformasi action, we decided to have a look
around the magnificent new
complex anyway, after all the
trouble we had gone through to
get there.
at

frightening many Malaysian
and foreign sports fans. As we
learned, given the level of security, Refonnasi supporters who
had hoped to stage a protest
during the ceremony itself were
prevented from doing so. According to reports, some were
prohibited from entering the

area of the complex, some could
not find fellow protesters, and
others were intimidated from
making the attempt. To our surprise, though, just as we were
about to give up and go horne,
at about 10:15 p.m., during the
celebratory concert in the stadium, we heard shou ts of

The police presence at the com- "Reformasi".
plex for the closing ceremonies
of the Commonwealth Games The demonstration at Bukit Jalil
was extremely heavy, no doubt flared in the shadow of the
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enormous animated Wi ra
statue, between the stadium
and the LRT station. It began
with perhaps fifty people shouting, mostly young Malay men.
A few of the protesters held
banners with such statements
as "Mahathir Gila Kuasa"
(Mahathir is power-crazy) and
several others
held posters with
Anwar's image
and the caption
"Refonnasi" . The
group
began
chanting
"Reformasi" and
waited for the
crowd to catch
on. It took several minutes for
others to start
drifting in, thus
flooding the area
despite the obvious risk of joining in. In the
meantime, this small group
showed amazing courage with swarms of police around,
every one of them could easily
have been arrested right from
the start, before the demonstration really got going.
Soon enough, though, the
crowd began to get exuberant,
with cries of "Reformasi" alternating with shouts of "Hidup

Anwar" (Long live Anwar),
"Bebaskan Anwar" (Free
Anwar), "Mahathir undur"
(Mahathir step down), "Allahu
Akhbar" (God is great), and so
on. The crowd - by this' time,
probably well over 1,000
people, with most spectators
joining in at least part of the
time - surged up the steps toward the stadium, stopping at
the top of tl1e steps. There, the
chants continued. Some calls
were more specific: "Mahathir
Gila" (Mahathir is mad),
"Mahathir Tua" (Old Mahathir),
"Tanah Kita" (Our land). As the
rally continued the crowd continued to grow, with more and
more people chanting, cheering, and clapping, especially in
response to calls for Mahathir
to resign.
1

Perspex shields, arrived from
the direction of the LRT station.
Immediately, the officers who
had been mingling with the
crowd started swinging their
clubs and shouting at the crowd
to get back and bersumi (disperse). Luckily, the police did
not seem to mind that so many
of us were taking their photographs as all this occurred. The
area around the Wira was emptied in moments and several
demonstrators - The Star reported four in all - were arrested and escorted towards the
LRT station. Others from the
crowd seemed to be escaping
down a grassy slope near the
LRT station.

credit, the police, too, were not
unnecessarily violent - they
used no tear gas or water cannon, they made no attempt to
discourage photographers or
journalists, and they detained
surprisingly few of the participants.
The demonstration at Bukit Jalil
proved that threats and intimidation will not prevent supporters of Reformasi having their
say. Willie this protest was begun by young Malay men, it
grew to include all ages and ethnic groups, both men and
women. One estimate placed
the number of partidpants at
perhaps 6,000 at the rally's peak
right before the riot police ar-

What showed the crowd's lack rived; whatever the predse
of fear was its response to the
arrests. ft was difficult to see
how many were arrested because Reformasi supporters
swarmed around the riot police,
cheering for those detained and
booing the officers. Even after
the area had been cleared by the
police, groups stayed around,
taking up the Reformasi chants
anew a couple of times. However, by around 11:20, most of
the police had left and tl1e area
was quiet.

Until this point, the police had
kept their distance, but now a
troop of Federal Reserve Unit
officers, carrying batons but not
in full riot gear, approached
from the direction of the stadium. The police presence
seemed only to egg on the protest, which had been losing
steam. While ignoring the officers' calls to disperse, the
crowd surged back down the
steps, filling the area surrounding the Wira statue plus the It was remarkable to see the inistairs, still chanting, only now tiative of the youths who
with the aid of a loud-hailer.
started the demonstratjon. The
peacefulness and cheerful enAmazingly, the FRU officers thusiasm of the protest was also
simply filtered through the encouraging-there was no viocrowd, some with handphones, lence, the crowd by and large
others just watching. Several co-operated with the police,
minutes later - shortly before and everyone, including spec11:00 p.m.- several dozen FRU tators who had simply felt
officers in riot gear, including moved to join in, seemed more
red helmets, batons, and thrilled than scared. To their
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number, it was far, far more
than the few hundred reported
by The Star the following day.
Moreover, while many came to
watch, most were moved to
participate - calls for the uplift
of the rakyat and the dm,'Dfall
of Mahathir clearly had wide
appeal. Specifically lslamic
cheers - such as references to
Allah - did seem to alienate
some participants; not surprisingly, many were silent at those
moments. Overall, though, for
a seemingly spontaneous and
leader-less protest, amidst the
best police protection~1alaysia
could muster, the rally at Bukit
Jalil was a rousing success and
an inspiration to those who saw
how much Malaysians really
boleh (can).
:.l
Wisegal is a J(Juala l.Mmpurbased politicaliiiUllyst

A/iran Mo11thly has re-

ceived an exceptionally
large volume of letters
on the Anwar Ibrahim
case. In the interest of
presenting a broad range
of readers' opinion, ex-

I
!
t

cerpts rather than full letters have been used for
this month's column.

UMNO veterans' club headed
by Ghafar Baba, the resignation
of three newspaper editors, and
Letters should preferably be no more than 250 words and must in- Nalla's arrest. This list is by no
clude the writer's name and address. Shorter letters will be preferred
and pseudonyms may be used. Letters should be addressed to The
Editor, ALIRAN MONTHLY, P.O. Box 1049, 10830 Penang, Malaysia.
Views expressed need not necessarily reflect those of Aliran.

Pulallc opinion
Our politicians have made our
country the laughing stock of
the world. Our leaders have traversed the world preaching democracy, fair play, etc., and yet
are they practising what they
preach here?
Public opinion is that Anwar
Ibrahim and his supporters are
not rebels without a cause. They
believe that his sacking from
two high posts in government
and from UMNO was too harsh
and unjustified. They also believe that his sacking was not
solely because of his alleged
sexual misconduct. (Which person can say his morals are
above suspicion?) On that score
alone, many government officials would be asked to resign!
If sexual misconduct was the

sole reason for the sacking,
there would not have been a
demonstration of such magnitude as the one that took place
on the evening of 20 September
in Kuala Lumpur.

rneansexhaustiv~butacursory

glance indicates that Anwar's
fall is due to a carefully
planned, premeditated political
checkmate move. But, then, our
leaders say, 'Don't believe in
wild rumours.'

Kriya Sakthi

lpoh

Propaganda
and bad memories

EeKim Chye lt is a sad reflection on the state
Penang of our nation's own media
when one reads the Straits Times
A vast conspiracy
(Singapore) report that droves
The latest turn of events makes of Malaysians are relying on the
one wonder if the entire Anwar Internet to get information
episode is a 'vast conspiracy about Anwar from the on-line
hatched at the highest levels of foreign media services and
government'. The last pieces of Anwar's wcbsites. I am one of
a massive political jigsaw those Malaysians and I can conpuzzle seem to have fallen in fidently say that the Internet
place now - the removal of sources give a more balanced
Muhyiddin Yassin as the Johor view of the political crisis. Dr
MB, the appointment of Sanusi Mahathir and his cronies at the
Junid as the Kedah MB, there- Information Ministry have unturn of Ku Li, the NEAC and derestimated the power of the
Daim Zainuddin' s return to the Information Age. We, the rakyat,
Cabinet, the formation of the no longer have to swallow all
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their propaganda in the local
media as the gospel truth. True,
the number of Malaysians using the Internet is still small, but
our access to this great weapon
of civil freedom, I be'lieve,
marks the first step in dismantling our country's powerful
state-owned propaganda machinery.
The sacking of Anwar and his
expulsion from UMNO brings
back unpleasant memories of
the sacking of the Lord President in 1988. Anwar claims
there was a conspiracy at the
highest level which led to the
accusations against him. Perhaps the truth will only be
known by the parties involved,
but Anwar should have been
forewarned, especially since his
opponent was the mastermind
behind the Lord President's dismissal then. I'm sure Anwar's
legal troubles are just beginning
but I sincerely hope that he will
be able to prove his innocence.

Loyal Malaysian
Penang

God bless Malaysia!
I completely agree with the conspiracy theory that implicates
the highest levels of government and the use of the instruments of government to oust
Anwar from his posts. Those
involved did so for fear of losing all the looted billions and
bullion here and overseas. Long
live Anwar, and may God bless
Malaysia and save the country
from those eloquent thieves.

Friend of Aliran
Petaling Jaya

ruling elite. In my opinion, Malaysian journalists are only
The worst aspect of the Anwar good for holding their mini-casepisode is the role of the Police. sette recorders or microphones
Malaysians are shocked at the near the mouths of VIPs. None
way the police handled this of them can be heard asking sematter. Where is the so-called rious questions. If this is what
professionalism we hear about? journalism is about, anyone can
The police should be the friends be a journalist, I suppose.
of the public, but the following
points reveal the unprofessional A retired politician told Anwar
manner in which the police to take his case to the people.
This guy must be a clown. Was
handled Anwar's case:
Anwar ever given a chance to
• The police used excessive do so?
force against Anwar's supporters who were demonstrating It is a fact that the authorities
peacefully and had no intention would not permit him to meet
of rioting as they were not the public for long. He had no
armed.
avenue to express himself. He
was denied justice, he had no• The police broke into Anwar's where to tum to. It is like rehouse despite his frequent as- moving a walking stick from a
surances that he would give blind person and then asking
himself up if the police asked him to walk!
him to. Instead, the police acted
ManoiUITan Balan
as though they were raiding a
Seremban
fortress guarded by heavily
armed criminals. The masked
Practise what you
armed commandos were jospreach
tling and pushing unarmed
When the former Chief Minispeople in Anwar's house.
ter of Melaka and the former
• The IGP said that Anwar, who Menteri Besar of Selangor were
was held under the ISA, was under investigation by the Anti
'safe and sound' at BukitAman. Corruption Agency and the PoNow it is apparent that Anwar lice for certain irregularities
was assaulted on the very first which have become history, our
day of his detention. Can Ma- Prime Minister advised interest
laysians believe police assur- groups to respect the laws of the
ances after this incident?
country and not use the mass
Ktmnan media to try those two person]ohor Baltru alities. The same advice should
apply to the case of the former
No fair play
Deputy Prime Minister during
Night and day we watch the na- the present crisis.
tional television and the press
poisoning our minds with their
Tunku Ismar1 Jewa
Penang
one-sided stories favouring the

The role of the pollee
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Think of his family

Malaysia's future

lt is distasteful to get up on a
Sunday morning (20 September) to read in the local newspaper (Tite Sun) headlines such
as 'Sodornised', accompanied
by explicit details of who did
what to whom. I think Malaysian society is mature and intelligent and we do not need to be
fed w i th d e tails of alleged
sexual exploits.

can only exist if specific reforms
are carried out to ensure the
mach inery of governm ent
serves the Constitution. Such
reforms require open debate
and the participation of all levels of society. This can only take
place when there is a will
among the rakyat. Recent events
have perhaps nudged Malaysians out of their apathy and
heightened their awareness of
their vulnerability as ordinary
citizens. This awareness must
be tapped by initiating a debate
and discussion on the reforms
that this country needs.

What does the future hold for
Malaysia? lt is pertinent to ask
whether the rakyat can expect
justice when a former deputy
prime minister could not get it
while in office It should worry
every Malaysian that such a
conspiracy involving so many
parties can happen in this country. It is worrying that a combination of draconian laws can be
used to confer absolute authorIn this case, the family involved ity on a ruler and free him from
is traumatised by the publica- accountability.
tion of such allegations. A sense
of justice and compassion for A democratic Malaysia where
Anwar and his family is called all people can be assured of
HangNadim
Kuala Lumpur
for. The sort of coverage we equ al treatment under the law
have seen is not exciting news;
it is disgusting and speaks
poorly of the calibre of local
ASIA MCIRC PIOPLII' AUIIULY (APPA)
journalism.
. _.. Lu•p• 1998

Dr Mnrgaret A. Fernandez
Penang
Whose morality?
I was surprised at the number
of prophets of morality who
went on television to condemn
immoral leaders not fit to lead
the government. What was
most surprising, these people
could say what they said with
a straight face.
I know some of these clowns
and the activities they were involved in. If Anwar is guilty, I
challenge every leader in government to swear on their Holy
Books that they have never
slept with women other than
their wives.
Ansari bin Moltd. Abdullalt

Proposed Programme
November tO
Opening Ceremonies
Discussion : ''Trad e and Investment Liberalisation"
November 11 ·12
Issue and Sector Forums
November 13 -14
Peoples' Assembly (Plenary)
NovemberlS
Fmal Assembly
Closing Activity
For more information, please contact :

The Secretariat
57 Lorong Kurau, Lucky Gardens,
59100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Tel: 03-~245
Email: a~.my
Website: www.vot.bc.ca/summit

Kuala Lumpur
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Reactions
A Time To Stand Up

More and more Malaysians, including politicians, lawyers, social and human rights activists and ordinary citizens, have stressed how
recent government actions against Anwar and
his associates pose a threat to the rights of all
in Malaysia.

"Shame on those who lie in bed planning evil
and wicked deeds and rise at daybreak to do
them, knowing that they have the power!"
Micah 2:1
The events of the past few days reveal the tremendous concentration of political power in
the hands of an elite few. The media has shown
that it will do its every bidding. The power of
the elite is so great that it seems to have even
undermined the independence and integrity
of institutions of state like the Police, the Attorney-General's office and the Judiciary.

Amnesty International
18 September 1998
Guilty·
The Unanswered Questioas

Isn't it possible that detaining Munawar under the ISA, with the threat of indefinite incarceration, may have been used to coerce him to
allege that he has been sodomised by Anwar?
This is similar to Dato N allakaruppan' s arrest
which carries the death penalty. The threat of
death appears to have been used to force him
The erosion of fundamental rights and liber- to implicate Anwar in wrongdoings.
ties, the manipulation of the media and the
blatant undermining of the institutions of state If the guilty pleas entered by Sukma and
entrusted with the task of upholding the rule Munawar were obtained under duress of one
of law and ensuring justice and fair play kind or other, how much credence can we atshould not go unchallenged! We must refuse tach to such pleas? Besides, obtaining pleas
to be intimidated. In times like this, Malaysians of guilt through subtle or stark coercion, intimidation or fear is not admissible in any
should stand up and be counted.
civilised legal system.
''Let justice roll on like a river and righteousDr. Chandra ~fu=a:Jfar
ness like an ever-flowing stream"
President, JUST
Amos5:24
20 September 1998
Christopher Rajaselvan
Societlj For Christian Reflection
Gross Human Rights Abuses
12 September 1998

A Threat To Rights
The timing and nature of statements and actions by the Royal Malaysian Police and the
Attorney-General's office have prompted
charges of political bias which appears at odds
with their professional and constitutional duties to uphold the law equally.

The ISA, in itself, is a threat to human rights,
the rule of law and democracy in Malaysia.
Not only are detainees deprived of their right
to a fair trial, the ISA also gives one man (Home
Minister Dr. Mahathir Mohamad) the power
to decide the fate of dissenters in the country.
As a result, citizens with genuine concerns
dare not voice their opinions, and outspoken
critics of the government are locked-up with-
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out due process of law.

Trial By Media

The tense situation in the capital is further inflamed by the violent actions of the police.
People who gathered at the Magistrate Court this
mornin& expecting fue arrival of Anwar, were
brutally dispersed by the police. Innocent people
were attacked with water cannons, and tear-gas
was fired at them. Some of the people were
dragged by the police and beaten up.

The Bar Council views with concern that the
condemnation of any detainee through the
media by the disclosure of alleged incriminating evidence would amount to a trial by the
media and impede the conduct of a fair hearing in a court of law. The Bar Council would
therefore urge the authorities to let the due
process of the law take its course so that jusJonson Chottg tice is not only done but also be seen to be
Coordinator, SUARAM done.
21 September 1998
The Bar Council notes that the Attorney General has very properly acknowledged the letMenentang Kezaliman Dan
ter from the solicitors for the former Deputy
Ketidakadilan Terhadap Usaha
Prime Minister conveying that he would volKeraiaan Menangani Masalah
untarily surrender himself to the police if the
police intimate their intention to arrest him.
Kami membantah operasi penangkapan di However the Bar Council is deeply disturbed
bawah ISA dan cara penangkapan mereka by the manner in which the police had taken
yang dianggap musuh politik Perdana him in their custody.
Menteri. Ia merupakan tindakan zalim bagi
R. R. Chelvarajalt
menutup kebenaran daripada masyarakat
urnurn.
Bar Council Malaysia
25 September 1998
Operasi penangkapan dan tindakan kekerasan
melampau yang dikenakan terhadap mereka
Police Violence Condemned
yang terlibat dalam perhimpunanperhimpunan aman jelas bertujuan menakutnakutkan rakyat. Kami tidak rela mentaliti We are appalled at the exercise of excessive use
takut ini menjadi budaya rakyat dan diwaris of police force through the use of tear-gas, water-cannons, batons and verbal intimidation on
oleh generasi akan datang.
members of the public. This constitutes an afPerdana Menteri dan pihak kerajaan harus front to the principle of freedom of assembly,
dipertanggungjawab di atas apa-apa an inalienable right in the democratic society.
ketidaktenteraman awarn yang timbul kerana We also strongly disapprove any acts of vantindak-tanduk merekalah yang mencetuskan dalism or any resort to violence by all sides.
ketidakpuasan hati rakyat. Rakyat tiada
pilihan lain, kerana instrumen-instrumen In the wake of these arrests and intimidation
kerajaan serta media tempatan jelas tidak we, as women, empathise with the wives and
dapat diharapkan bagi menyanggah families of the detainees in their period of duress. We are particularly concerned with rekezaliman yang berlaku.
ports of police intimidation on them for voicMalaysiatt Muslim Youth Movement (ABIM) ing their opinion, making press statements and
22 September 1998 speaking to the public. Their right to freedom
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of expression must be upheld.

Organisations :All Women's Action Society,
Jawatankuasa Sokongan Peneroka Bandar
(Bhg. Wanita), Partners of Community
Organisation, Persatu..an Sahabat Wanita,
Sabah Women's Resource Gro1tp, SIS Forum
Berhad, Women's Crisis Centre, Women's Development Collective
Individuals :Ivy Josiah, Mazttah Mohamad,
Papathi Alagadorai, Soosan Mary Sinnappan,
Viji Ramanathan, Yong Ting Jin
25 September 1998

Assault Probe
Must Be Independent

While the International Movement for a Just
World welcomes the recently launched inquiry
into the alleged assault of the ex-Deputy Prime
Minister Dato Seri Anwar Ibrahim while he
was under police detention, the movement
would also like to voice its serious concern
over the fact that the team that has been put
together is made up of senior members of the
police force itself.

tained under the ISA are still in police custody. Many of those released said that they
had been treated very well by the police
during their detention. Encik Tamunif
Mokhtar, while expressing the same sentiment, however, said that he was kept in solitary confinement at an unknown location
and cut off from outside communication
without newspapers or television and that
the police had recorded seven statements
from him (New Sunday Times, 4 O ct o ber
1998). Encik Ahmad Azam Abdul Rahman,
ABIM' s president, when released after being detained for 10 days, was reported in the
NST (1 Octber 1998) to have said that he was
'still in a daze'; he had 'not read any newspapers for the last 10 days ... do not know
what has happened in the country since my
arrest' and wanted some 'breathing space'
before he could speak any further to the
Press.
Since many, if not all, of those detained have
now been released unconditionally, the activities they were alleged to have been involved
in could not have been so serious as to affect
national security. It would appear that they
have been arrested and detained purely for the
purpose of questioning them on their connection with and support of Datuk 5eri Anwar
and their arrest and detention under the Act,
was to enable the police to subject them to interrogation in circumstances which would not
be acceptable in the case of persons suspected
of involvement in a crime.

Taking into account the somewhat extraordinary circumstances of the case involved, and
the fact that it has attracted the attention of
not only the Malaysian public but also of foreign governments, it could be argued that there
is all the more reason to appoint an independent panel made up of individuals who are In the light of this clear misuse of power, the
Act should be formally repealed without furnot at all linked to the police force itself.
ther delay so that the present climate of fear
Dr. Farish A. Noor created by these arrests and detention will be
International Movement for a Just World removed from our society. In the meantime,
2 October 1998 all detainees should forthwith be released or
charged in court.
RepeaiTheiSA
Ramdas Tikamdas
President, HAKAM
As as 8 October 1998, it is reported that five
8 October 1998
of the seventeen persons arrested and deAliron Monthly October 1998: 18(9) Page 36

• defence of
Signature Campaign 1n
The Rule of Law& Justice

.
The Angkatan Belia Islam Malaysia (ABIM), the Jamaah Islah Malaysia (JIM), the Intemational Movement for a Just World OUST) and the Suara Rakyat Malaysia (SUARAM) are
jointly sponsoring a mass signature campaign directed towards the defence of The Rule Of
lAw & Justice in Malaysia. Aliran is happy to be part of this effort.
1-

Recent developments have convinced the ordinary malaysian that justice is under siege.
There can be no justice if the institutions of state charged with the protection, administration and enforcement of justice fail to fulfil their responsibilities. When justice is not assured, the people will no longer feel safe and secure.
It is out of a profound awarenes of our sacred duty to protect the institutions and principles of justice that we, the Malaysian people, pledge to ensure:
1)

2)
3)
Nos.

The integrity and independence of the Judiciary
The integrity of the Office of the Attorney - General
The intergrity of the Police
Name

1/Cnumbcr

Signature

1
2

3
4

5

6
7

8
9

10
11
12

13
14

15

16
17

18
19
20

Please send the completed form to ALIRAN P.O. Box 1049, 10830 Pulau Pinang, Malaysia by 31 October 1998
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If desperation was not the mo-

tive, perhaps the motive was to
'teach him a lesson' for daring to
speak up against excesses in the
system. Perhaps some quarters
within the police wanted to intimidateAnwar into silence or to
settle a personal grudge. Perhaps
the intention was to crush the
spirit of the leader of the 'reform
movement' - a movement that
had fired the imagination of the
masses.
If Anwar had been so badly beaten

in the first hours of detention, it
would also explain why he was
not brought to court any earlier. If
this was what Anwar looked like
nine days after his "treatment",
what would he have looked like
after t11e first day or two?

No lm

edlat
respo se

The police, who were going to
bring Anwar back with them after his arraignment, obviously
had not bargained on Anwar
coming out with the charges of
brutality. When Anwar made his
allegations against them to the
judge in entering his plea, the

injuries if not from a credible and
truly impartial body. Many will
wonder if Anwar's alleged abuse
while detained by the police was
known or sanctioned by the InQuite piously, that night, the po- spector General of Police and/ or
lice issued a statement saying the Home Affairs Minister (who is
they would conduct an indepen- none other than Mahathir). Cerdent inquiry into the matter. How tainly, the Home Affairs Minister
different is that from an inveter- must take respousibility for the
ate alcoholic saying he will check conduct of the police force. The
with his drinking partners to find question now is how a credible
out if he had drunk too much at body can be established to determine the truth when the ramificaa party?
tions go all the way to the justifiOthers also hit
cation of the Prime Minister's deCertainly, in the events of the last cision to sack Anwar.
two weeks, police aggression
seems to have been hardly con- Do we now have a police state
tained. Tian Chua, the SUARAM where the police and state appaco-ordinator and pro-tem Chair- ratus are used to quell all politiman of the newly formed Coali- cal dissent? In Malaysia, the
tionfor People's Democracy, who Home Affairs Minister together
was arrested on 28 September with the police can identify somewitl;l other bystanders watching one as a security threat, detain
the demonstration at Dataran him and then choose either to try
Merdeka, states he was beaten in him, release him or detain him ina police truck with batons and definitely. Apart from the hunlater punched and kicked while dred or so who were arrested for
in detention. Other witnesses also demonstrating in support of
saw the Federal Reserve Unit hit- Anwar, 15 Anwar associates were
ting demonstrators to dismiss the also detained under the ISA.
crowd of Anwar supporters who
had gathered around the courts It is disturbing that these powers
have been used against someone
un 21 St!ptember.
who appeared to be eyeing the
With the apparent evidence of top political position in the counbattery, Anwar is no longer really try at a time when the leader was
the one in the dock. How many not ready to let go. It is distresswitnesses will be brought to the ing to see police bringing that
stand after days in detention? If same person to court with clear
this is the treatment that Anwar evidence of battery. It is depressfaced, what about the stnall fry? ing that the Inspector General of
Can the evidence of anyone who Police could provide no immedihas been detained "for investiga- ate explanation. The only statement was Mahathir's pledge to
tion" now be relied upon?
conduct an investigation that is
Pollee state?
hardly likely to be really indepenThe police force is uow the in- dent. Is this arrogance or incomdicted party. There can be no con- petence? Is this tyranny? If not,
vincing explanation of Anwar's what is it?O
police made no counter statement. The Inspector General oi
Police was conspicuously missing from the news.
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Bruised ancl Battered
Anwar~

black eye leaves the men in blue with
red faces and triggers public outrage

byRam
hen Anwar Ibrahim was
brought to court on 29
September after nine
days in police custody,
his battered appearance triggered
public outrage. News reports and
pictures of the sacked deputy
prime minister with a swollen left
eye and visible bruises on his
right arm flashed into livingrooms across the world via satellite television and the Internet.
His shocking plight pushed aside
all other world news headlines
and unleashed a wave of criticism against the Malaysian authorities.
How could this have happened?
Apart from the police and their
medics, no one had seen or been
with Anwar since the night he
was picked up on 20 September.
A crack police team had swooped
into his house with balaclava
masks and machine guns, pouncing on Anwar as if he was a terrorist.
Consider Anwar's statements
quoted by the press agency, AFP.
On the first night of detention, "I
was boxed very hard on my lower jaw
and left eye. I was also boxed on the
right of my head and thetj hit me on
the left side of my neck very hard ...
I was then slapped very hard left and
right until blood came out from my
nose and my lips cracked. Because of

this, I could not see and walk properly." Despite repeated appeals to
the police to be allowed to see a
doctor, Anwar said he only received medical attention four
days later.

If .. infll ted?
Prime Minister Dr Mahathir
Mohamad was hardly perturbed
by these allegations. The day after Anwar's court appearance, he
said we should not dismiss the
possibility that these injuries
were self-inflicted. Yes, maybe by a madman. Could the Prime
Minister bring himself to knock
his own eye hard so that it swells
considerably and goes blueblack? And how would he hit
himself to show bruises on his
right arm? Alternatively,
Mahathir suggested that Anwar
may have provoked the police;
but anyone who beats a person
so that his eye is still swollen and
his forearm bruised even after
nine days should becharged with
battery no matter what the reason. The police cannot be above
the law.

anyoffirerrnkfuewrath~his

superiors, never mind the Prime
Minister, if it was discovered that
he deliberately assisted Anwar in
causing such injuries?

Did the pollee pan.ic?
Never in recent years have we
heard of the police beating up
well-known personalities who
had been detained. rt is incredible that for the most important
person they have ever held, this
rule could have been broken.
What the po]jce appear to have
done to Anwar is hardly conceivable - unless they panicked because they could not get their
way with him.

Were the police desperately seeking to get confessions by Anwar
Conspiracy theorists may sug- for more damaging crimes to
gest that someone in the police help convince the people his disbeat up Anwar so that he could missal from high office was the
score political points. But surely right move?
no police officer could have come
into contact with Anwar without
Continued on page 39
others knowing about it. Would
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